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This bachelor thesis Duplication of rapid reaction forces: NATO and EU aims to clarify whether the
NATO Response Forces and the European Union´s EU Battlegroups are identical or not. After the Cold
War ended these the two organizations began with the building of its own rapidly deployable military
forces and because membership states are almost overlapping, the question arises, why should those
states allocate their resources to identical concepts. Thesis first describes the change of security
environment and the threats that result from them for NATO and the EU. These dangers have both actors
responded by adopting a series of documents that defines the tools for their management and which
demonstrated the need for rapid response forces. In subsequent chapters thesis describes the creation of
both units and compared their essential characteristics and capabilities. Also is explained how these two
organizations are fighting against duplication. The last chapter shows on the example of the Czech
Republic (which is a member of NATO and the EU) how a member state deals with the force
contribution to both concepts and whether Czechs consider them as duplicative. At the end of the thesis
author claims that NATO Response Forces and EU Battlegroups are not identical, because they differ in
various aspects.
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